Virginia Tech ETD Fair Use Analysis Results

This is not a replacement for professional legal advice but an effort to assist you in making a sound decision.

Name: 

Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 7 Curve of Declining Angles for HMS Nubian. R. L. Gawn, "Rolling Experiments with Ships and Models in Still Water," Transactions of the Institute of Naval Architects, vol. 82, pp. 44-68, 1940.
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Based on the information you provided:

Factor 1

Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 2

Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 3

Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 4

Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use